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NEW Basque SpeakERS
The phenomena of developing Basque literacy and the
basqui ca on of adults started some decades ago as grassroots ini a ves, and in spite of an arduous journey through
certain periods, the basqui ca on and Basque literacy
movement is nowadays present throughout the Basque
Country and is uniform and uni ed despite the administrave borders.

Long gone are the days since the Basque language
was in real danger of ex nc on. There are of course a
number of factors which have led to such an improvement, however in this issue of our magazine we will focus
on the contribu on of the movement whose goal is the
basqui ca on of adults, that is to say, the movement that
leads them to be Basque speakers, and as such, transforms them into Basques. In this issue, we will talk about
those people who did not have the chance to learn
Basque as children, either at home or at school, and who
chose to begin the learning process as adults. In the
Basque language, these people are known as euskaldun
berri (“new Basque speakers”). Therefore, we would like
to dedicate this, the 24th issue of our Basque Wri ng
Magazine to these new Basque speakers, as despite their
contribu on being some mes relegated to the background, they have been essen al and indispensable for
the survival of our language. We would also like to honour
those individuals and collec ves who devote their e orts
to basqui ca on and to helping others to become literate
in Basque.

The knowledge of the Basque language has increased
substan ally over the past few decades, as today, children
are taught Basque from a very young age at school. However,
if we delegated the responsibility of all growth to schools,
the use of Basque would be hindered. It is therefore essenal to a ract non-Basque speaking adults to our language. To
that end, the endeavours of new Basque speakers and
Basque-promo ng individuals and organisa ons have been
undeniable, as the Basque language has gained 300,000
speakers in the last 35 years.
In the rst sec on of this Basque Wri ng you will nd
informa on about the origin, the history, and some other
facts about the movement. Then Maddalen Subijana (translator and Euskal PEN member), referencing a text wri en by
An on Luku, will re ect on the concept of the term Euskaldun (a Basque ci zen/ one who has the Basque language)
and the diversity it represents. In the
following ar cle, we will travel
from the Basque Country to the
USA, to Russia, and even to Japan,
to read the tes monies and re econs of new Basque speakers regarding the Basque language. Finally, the German translator and
teacher Petra Elser will highlight
the importance of linguis c policies
in the integra on of adult immigrants in her ar cle “Migra on
Sara Arregi
and Basque”.
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Euskaltegis and barnetegis
The rst basqui ca on and literacy groups for
adults were formed in 1966, emerging from grassroots movements. Although ini ally conceived as a
Literacy Movement (to teach Basques to read and
write in their own language), the movement to
endow non-Basque speakers with the language
quickly gained momentum. The objec ve being to
revive the Basque language and to modernise
Basque culture. It was deemed essen al to reach
out to those who were not educated in Basque at
school and to give them the opportunity to learn
the language, or in the case of those who already
spoke it, to teach them to read and write in
Basque.
As previously men oned, the phenomenon
was born from a grassroots movement, and in the
beginning it was organised independently in each
province, with no links at Basque Country level. In
1972 Euskaltzaindia (The Royal Academy of the
Basque Language) took over the organisa on of
the movement as part of its Preserva on department, with the objec ve of unifying the organisaon across the Basque Country.
As a consequence of the cultural revival that
Basque society experienced, the number of students grew signi cantly in the 1974-75 school
year, and basqui ca on and Basque literacy started to gain ground.
That same school year, the Gipuzkoa Night
School Associa on was created, while in 1976 in
Biscay Province, the Basqui ca on Literacy Coordinator Group (Alfabetatzen Euskalduntzen Koordinakundea-AEK) was formed with the objec ve of
expanding across the Basque Country to coordinate all the groups that work towards developing
Basque literacy and basqui ca on. During the
1976-77 school year the rst mee ngs took place
between the provinces of Biscay and Gipuzkoa. As
the movement was s ll under the control of Euskaltzaindia, it was this academy that changed the
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name to AEK from Alfabetatze Batzordea (The Literacy Commi ee) in 1977. There was also a need
to coordinate the movement in Navarre and the
Northern Basque Country, and in 1980 the AEK
branch of the Northern Basque Country was o cially founded.
Therefore, ini ally, the AEK Coordinator
Group was part of the one of the Euskaltzaindia’s
departments, however in 1981 it became an autonomous ins tu on. That same year HABE (Ins tu on for Adults Alphabe za on and Revasconiza on) a public ins tu on founded by the
Basque Government, started teaching Basque to
adults.
When we talk about AEK, we cannot go
without men oning Mertxe Mugika. Mertxe was
the director of this Coordinator Group for 13 years
and was a teacher at the ins tu on before that.
During her 13 years of leadership, in terms of student numbers, AEK became the most important
ins tu on for basqui ca on and Basque literacy
development in the Basque Country, as well as the
only one to operate across the whole of the
Basque Country. Furthermore, in the nal years of
her management, the numbers of students grew
signi cantly: more people than ever went to Euskaltegis (Basque language schools for adults),
programmes to prac se Basque, and to standardisa on or other par cipa ve ini a ves.

Mertxe Mugika and the bertsolari Maialen Lujanbio, holding
the baton, in Gasteiz at the closing ceremony of the 21st Korrika.
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hours a day in a completely Basque-speaking environment, during which me the students’ Basque
language levels improve signi cantly. Barnetegis
are located all over the Basque Country, with
some o ering stays throughout the year, and others only opening their doors in the summer.

In 2020, 40.000 adults studied Basque in euskaltegis and
barnetegis.

However, aside from those op ons available
here in the Basque Country, it is also possible to
learn Basque outside of our borders. One example
is through the global network of Basque Centres
(Euskal Etxeak): these centres bring Basque ci zens and the Basque diaspora together as well as
o ering Basque language lessons. Another example is through the assistantship programmes offered through the Etxepare Ins tute. Thanks to
those programmes, Basque language and culture
are taught in many universi es and higher educa on
ins tu ons around the world.

For example, Korrika, the biannual ini a ve organised by AEK (a giant run in favour of the Basque language about which you can nd more informa on
in Basque Wri ng 3), became more popular than
ever and reached its highest par cipa on under
Mertxe’s leadership.
Nowadays, there are over 100 euskaltegis in
the Basque Country. Other than the euskaltegis,
other opportuni es to study Basque have also become available over the years, such as the barnetegis. Barnetegi boarding schools o er stays during
which over-16s can learn the Basque language and
further their knowledge of Basque culture. The
stays usually last around 12 days, during which the
students have the opportunity to live in Basque 24

At barnetegis, students live in Basque 24 hours a day in a
completely Basque environment.

New Basque speakers have o en been honoured. In the picture, New Basque
Speakers' Square, in Gasteiz, a tribute to those who have learnt Basque as adults.

Sara Arregi
Translator and member of
Basque PEN
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Euskaldun, the diversity of this concept
Adult basqui ca on has been and s ll is key in
the challenge to reviving and normalising the
Basque language. Thanks to the many grassroots
ini a ves leading to Basque language acquisi on
amongst adults, popula ons of Basque speakers
have reappeared in areas where the language had
been completely lost.
Thus, those who learn Basque as adults are essen al in furthering our language; so much so that
the Basque language has a concept to name this
reality. “Euskaldun berri” (new Basque speaker) is
the designa on used for those people who become
Basque speakers a er childhood. This phenomenon
re ects our sociolinguis c situa on, the visible
proof of which can be found in the lack of similar
terms in other languages to express this reality.
Nevertheless, the objec ve is not to dis nguish between old and new Basque speakers, but rather to
show that the concept of euskaldun* is diverse.
Whether old speakers or new, we are all euskaldun.
The concept of the term “euskaldun” has a certain
par cularity, a unique perspec ve with which to
consider our own iden ty. In fact, just one condion determines our iden ty as Basques: being a
Basque speaker – a bearer of the Basque language.
This means that if you study Basque, try and speak
it, show an interest in it, then you are also Basque.
We do not use, therefore, ethnic de ni ons
when it comes to de ning our Basqueness, since
this does not depend on characteris cs such as
birthplace, skin colour or age. Behind the Basque
iden ty there is only one choice: the desire to become a Basque speaker. An on Luku states, in his
work “Euskal Kultura?” (Basque Culture?), that the
concept of the term “euskaldun” is a democra c
one: “you could be part of my group, I consider you
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to be like myself, I will not prematurely exclude you
from my linguis c community”. He goes on to write
the following passage:
When you are asked by the driver picking you up as you hitchhike “are you
Euskaldun?” They don’t
mean if you live in
Bidart or if your grandmother’s surname was
Urzurigaray, they do
not care about that.
They simply mean: are
we going to talk in
Basque or French? Other de ni ons are way
An on Luku
too xenophobic [...] Is there
another community in the
world whose self-de ni on is as broad as ours?
You learn Basque and, voilà, you are automa cally Basque, welcome to the club, full stop.
Therefore, anybody can choose to become
Basque, and there is no requirement other
than possessing our language. In fact, we should
be deeply thankful to
those who show an interest in following the
path of the Basque language.

*Euskaldun literally means "a
person who bears/possesses
the Basque language", that is
to say, a Basque speaker, but
it is also the demonym of the
inhabitants of the Basque
Country.

Maddalen Subijana
Translator and member of
Basque PEN
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'Basque has given everything to me'
and followed their routes, both rowing and sailing. I
could barely sleep as I spent the experience and its
endeavour to recreate our ancestor’s lifestyle with
such excitement. "This is how they rowed; this was
the beach where they brought the whales ashore…”
Over those 42 days, throughout the many nau cal
miles that we covered, my excitement was permanent. When I returned to the Basque Country, I gave
more than 160 talks within a year, and in none of
them did I manage to speak for less than three hours,
such was my fascina on! However, one night when I
was returning home from one of those talks, I don't

On the 5th of June 2006 he departed on the Apaizac obeto expedion. They covered 1000 miles rowing along the St. Lawrence river.

Being born to an immigrant household, I am the
rst Basque speaker in my family. Soon a er me arrived my brother and my cousins, who are also
Basque speakers.
My parents decided to make me a Basque speaker,
enrolling me in an Ikastola (a school for Basque language and culture) shortly a er Franco’s death. That
decision determined the course of my life. Basque
hadn’t been present in our family, and over the years
it became the focus, the tool and the medium for all
my ac vity. I can say that the Basque Country and the
Basque language have given us a place in the world,
and have become homeland and mother tongue to
our Extremaduran and Zamoran iden ty.
Some years ago, I developed what I call the theory
of chance ancestors. On an expedi on in Canada, we
navigated a replica whaleboat used in the 16th Century and wore replicas of the clothes that were used
back then in what we dubbed an archaeo-naviga on
experience. That boat became a kind of me-machine
to me and, in that somewhat bizarre experiment, we
went back in me, visited the places that Basque
whale hunters frequented on the North Atlan c Coast

For 42 days, six Basques and a Na ve American lived in
16th Century clothing and used tradi onal techniques
from that me.

remember why, but the
following thought came
to my mind: With all this
talk of ancestors, how is
it possible that I feel so
touched and so emoonal, when none of my
ancestors are even
Basque? When my ancestors are from Extremadura and Zamora?
Jon Maia
(Urretxu-Gipuzkoa, 1972). Bertsolari, writer,
singer, songwriter and Basque teacher
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People who has become euskaldun
1. What has Basque given you?
I was born in Irun in 1963 during a military dictatorship, halfway along a border
replete with police and military personnel. I did not even know that our language
existed until I was 8. Fascism intended to kill Basque, and by recovering my language and making it my children’s mother tongue I accomplished a victory over
fascism; that is one of the main things that Basque has given me.
2. Do you see the world differently through Basque eyes?

FERMIN MUGURUZA
(Irun-Gipuzkoa, 1963). Musician, singer and
cinema c director. He became Basque as a
young man. Photo: Alex Rademakers.

I started singing in Spanish with my band Kortatu, but we made it clear that as
soon as I learnt Basque our songs would be in that language. That was exactly
what we did for our third album, and from then on, all my creative cultural processes have been shaped entirely in Basque, both in music and in cinema. I am
fluent in five languages, but my choice, Basque, allows me to move around the
world with pride.

1. What has Basque given you?
Basque has given me a great many things: the knowledge of a very special language, the discovery of
cultural practices such as bertsolaritza that I would not be able to enjoy if I did not speak Basque... But
for me, the most important and marvellous one of all is this: I have made a great many friends thanks to
Basque. And they are not ordinary friends, as they are all euskaltzale (Basque lover, Basque language
activist). If I did not speak Basque, it would have been impossible to meet those nice, lovely people and
develop the relationships that I have built up with them. My Basque friends have brought a different
type of richness to my life and I am extremely thankful for that. The friends that I have made thanks to
Basque are true treasures.

2. Do you see the world differently through Basque eyes?

HIROMI YOSHIDA
(Tokyo). Translator and professor in Tokyo.
She is the author of a Basque-Japanese
dic onary and of a method to learn Basque.

Yes, undoubtedly. Basque offers new perspectives through which to view the world, that is to say, after
having discovered the Basque language, the world, and reality of Basque people, we start to learn and
reflect on several topics: beyond that of the Basque language, what is the reality of the other minority
languages in the world? Beyond that of the Basque people, what is the situation of stateless ethnic
groups? What are the strategies carried out by speakers of oppressed languages to save their mother
tongues?... When we gain new perspectives, new worlds open up in front of us, which I find very important in life.

1. What has Basque given you?
2. Do you see the world differently through Basque eyes?

ELIZABETH MACKLIN
(New York, 1952). Poet and translator. She
lived in Bilbao (2000) and has since spent
long periods of me in the Basque Country.
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The answer to these two questions is actually only one. Clearly, I see the world differently
through Basque, through the grammar and the perspective that Basque gives me. My mother tongue, English, is said to be a majority language, a dominant language in our current
world, even though there are numerous dialects contained within it: the official dialects of
each nation, those that are detailed in dictionaries from England, the USA, Australia, Ireland, Scotland...There is also the Black American Dialect and many more, ad infinitum.
When I observe Basque dialects, I see the same differences that we have in English dialects,
or at least similar differences. I would not know how to label my mother's English, which
exact dialect she used. The example of Batua (unified Basque) gives me hope, and so do the
discrepancies and contributions coming from the Basque dialects. As we were taught in the
euskaltegi: little by little. That learning process has taught me to be more patient, which is
no mean feat. Thank you.
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1. What has Basque given you?
Basque has brought a whole new world and wonderful people into my life. Also, meeting other
new Basque speakers who were determined to recover their ancestors' language encouraged me
to learn the languages that were spoken in my family in the past. Studying a minoritised language
and so experiencing the challenges related to that reality has been extremely enriching. It is an
exercise that speakers of dominant languages should undertake more often.

2. Do you see the world differently through Basque eyes?
Learning languages inevitably changes the way we see reality, and this is easy to see in the
Basque colours: in Basque we say blue hair (to mean grey hair) and red winter (to mean harsh
winter), meanings that cannot be found in other languages. That is because each language focuses
on certain concepts, for example, Russian has plenty of verbs to express movement, while
Basque does not. Apart from that, Basque has also helped me connect with nature: place names
are truly magical in Basque as each of them revels a little nature secret.

NATALIA SVSEEVA
(Tula, 1989) Linguist and researcher. She
started studying Basque at Lomonosov
University (Moscow).

1. What has Basque given you?
The Basque language has brought a colossal treasure into my life. It has brought pearls, blows, kisses,
betrayals, a stone and a nation ** And yes, a nation. From Basque I have been given the promise of a
rooster* and the memories of a cow*, I have had a hidden journal* and an unfinished war*. On the
wings of Basque, I have visited places near and far: Ethiopia, New York, Belandia, Obaba. I have
walked a hundred metres* and returned to Bilbao. Whether in my kitchen, in the street tavern or at the
farmhouse of my ancestors, I am what Basque has given me.
**in Basque, stone and na on sound very similar, "harri" and "herri", and are usually used together for poe c purposes
*they are all tles of Basque novels.

2. Do you see the world differently through Basque eyes?
Basque does have its own sound, but it also has a colour and a smell. The world in Basque presents
those properties and they will never be the same in other languages. "Urdin" is not just blue or azul, and
"lagun" it is not just amigo or friend. Explain the world to me in Basque, and I'll perceive its hue.

JOANES URKIXO
(Bilbao, 1955). Author and screenwriter. He became a Basque speaker as
a young man.

1. What has Basque given you?
Studying Basque changed my life. It is thanks to Basque that I met many interesting
Basque people: Eloy Placer, Gorka Aulestia, Mertxe de Renobales, Jon Bilbao, Laura
Mintegi, Mariasun Landa, Jasone Astola, Pedro Oiarzabal... Lots of writers, professors,
and students too. I made very good friends through Basque. Basque has given me the
opportunity to visit the Basque Country and San Sebastian. I have very good memories
of those trips, memories that seem even sweeter now that I cannot travel.

2. Do you see the world differently through Basque eyes?
Life looks different through Basque eyes. Languages shape and mould our world
view. Thanks to Basque I better understand other cultures and people.

LINDA WHITE
(California, 1941). Writer, professor and
translator. She created a Basque-English
dic onary together with Gorka Aules a.

1. What has Basque given you?
The list is certainly long, as Basque has become the main pillar of my life. But if I had
to highlight one aspect, I would use the word "bond". The Basque language has given
me the opportunity to be part of this culture. Language is my strongest connection to
this country.

2. Do you see the world differently through Basque eyes?
Through the eyes of a minoritised language, the world always looks different, as
every time you use that language, you are in a way making a declaration. As well
as communicating, you are also part of a process of resistance, it is an act of linguistic activism.

MANU BENDALA
(Seville, 1983). Bertsolari (Basque verse
improviser) and Basque teacher. He began
studying Basque at the age of 26.
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European socie es are becoming more and
more diverse, and looking at the current situa on
of the world, we can an cipate that war and crisis
will force even more people to migrate. European
socie es are no longer ethnically na ve, and they
will never be again. In this context, the culture and
language of a na on or land must be shared and
developed by all the inhabitants of that area. The
responsibility and the e ort to de ne a na on's
values must be shared by all its ci zens. Everybody
must make an e ort to ght for what is important,
and to change the tradi ons and a tudes that are
not acceptable: a tudes that oppress individuals
and collec ves and that do not respect human
rights.
To that end, we need a common language –
one that will be the main language for some, and a
“bridge language” for others–, that is to say, a language for public and social life, since in their private
life migrants will s ll use their own language: Arabic, Spanish, English, Nepalese…
Migrants are open to learning a new culture and language if that language o ers them opportuni es and if their own culture and language
are valued. Migrants are a good opportunity for the
Basque speaking community to acquire new speakers and to enjoy the cultural diversity of our world
through Basque. Most certainly, among adult popula ons of the Basque Country, the immigrant ci zens are the ones that show the most interest in
learning Basque right now.
However, for them to be able to learn
Basque, speci c measures are needed, and these
must be supported by mid-term and long-term
strategies that are adapted to each area of the
Basque Country. It is not enough to learn a few
words, be applauded and stop there. Serious lin-

pen@euskalpen.eus
www.euskalpen.eus

The linguis c integra on-journey of adult
immigrants must be supported, from the moment
they learn Basque as a rst language in Adult Educa on, during their voca onal courses, when they
are o ered posi ons by companies or employers
that use Basque as a main language, and in their
professional and working lives.
The learning of a language does not end
when one nds a job, and so coaching or support
must con nue for as long as the person needs it –
at work, at home (to help their children with
homework, for example), or in their social life,
paying special a en on to immigrants’ leisure and
consciously removing any linguis c barriers–.
There are already some linguis c communies in Europe –in Finland and Iceland, for instance–
that have introduced policies that could serve as an
example.
Smaller communi es o er be er opportunies to implement appropriate policies, but in order
to do so, strategic vision, courage and resources are
essen al. And we need to believe in to too.

(Frankfurt, 1963). Translator and professor, she started
studying Basque at the age of 40. She is the president of
the Associa on Banaiz bagara (I am we are), whose aim
is to promote integra on through Basque.
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guis c policies must be implemented.

Texts: Maddalen Subijana, Sara Arregi and
Laura Mintegi
Design & Layout: Laura Mintegi
Translation: Sara Goiria & Joshua Gamble
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